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New Cosmetology
Teacher Workshop

Are you a with less
years of experience?

than
5

public or private cosmetology teacher

you
Maybe you’ve been in the classroom longer, but never feel like

really have your feet underneath you. Navigating TDLR,
TEA, THECB requirements can be completely overwhelming!

Developing a program guide, student contract, curriculum
guide, course catalog, and registering students for permits,
submitting hours, dropping them so they may register to
test... on and on.the list goes on and

What about purchasing?
Distance Learning?
Lesson plans?
Instructional strategies?

You must select this session during
registration. Cost is $100

a ticket for

Friday, November 11, 2022
8:30 AM - 4:30 PM

Cosmetology.

Join us for this special one-day cosmetology teacher
workshop! All materials, supplies, and lunch will be furnished.

resources that are specifically designed for Texas

Bring your collaboration cap and a wifi enabled laptop. We will
be sharing a ton... let me say it again... TON of curated



technology.

Milady by Cengage will share information about
ALL new things Cosmetology! Attendees will check-out
CIMA, and get to dig in and make plans for
implementation this innovative, educational

Finally, Texas Cosmetology Educators is excited to
bring OUR FAVORITE THINGS back to a face-to-face
event. Yes, that’s right... we are giving it ALL away!

to

We are kicking off the
2022 Cosmo Camp with
a FUN, and interactive

opening session!
Welcome Rebecca

Armas with TDLR. She
will provide updates and

other important
information you will not

want miss.







Breakout Sessions
Sessions and workships

will
12:30, immediately after

the opening
a custom schedule.

be offered
more than

will begin as
session and lunch. Some sessions

once to allow you to build

Tools and products MATTER! Dig deep
with

Rusk

and learn about

the

importance
of sharing product and tool knowledge
with your students. Teach

the

right
the

FIRST
BIG, and GO PROFESSIONAL, or go home.

Hair - Meet FREAKS!

rusk

way
them

the DREAM,time. Go,

Custom blended oils, smooth as silk shea
butter, and leaning into a love and
passion for what you do will certainly put
you on a road to success in the LOC
business! This session instructor explains
that LOCS is her THANG! If this is an area
you’ve been dying to learn more about,
or if you want to build on what you
already know and explore opportunities
for your students, join in.

Lovin' on LOCS & BUTTA Skin!

English Learners (ELs) learn
or be engaged when failed
to offer support and tools.

not

a magical quick “fix,” but
right tool or resource

for

a
specific student’s needs can make a
huge difference.

EL Strategies the CTE Classroom

for

will

not

we have
Tools are

finding
the

WAHL CLIPPERS - Where’s WAHL ACADEMY?
Wahl’s mission is to inspire and educate every individual
who wants to excel! Every educational opportunity
provides a fantastic opportuniy leads to an egaging
session grown from over 75 years of knowledge and
experience from the Wahl Artistic Team members,
ensuring you leave confident with cutting edge techniques.
So, WHERE IS THE WAHL ACADEMY, and how can you
and your students take advantage of these phenomenal
learning opportunities? That’s what we are here for!

continued





rusk

-

the
Tools and products MATTER! Dig deep
with and learn about

the

importance
of sharing product and tool knowledge
with your students. Teach them

the
right

way FIRST DREAM, BIG, and
GO PROFESSIONAL, or go home.

BlackSmith Blades Great Shears is
Rocket Science!

time. Go,

Sessions and workships after the opening
session and lunch. once to allow
you to build a custom schedule.

will begin as 12:30, immediately
Some sessions will be offered more than

Breakout Sessions

Marketing Programs & Services
Content is FIRE. Social Media is GASOLINE!
Learn how to leverage the power of social
media to drive up enrollment numbers in
your programs, and to market the work
your students are doing in the school
salon. It’s not ONLY about keeping it REAL;
it’s about keeping it relevant!

Balayage & Color Melting - provide professional
training sessions from Product Club at your school!
While balayage and color melting techniques
may evolve over time, you should start with a
solid foundation and understanding of balayage
basics and color melting methods so you can
build upon your hair color skills and enhance
your professional career. Following is a brief
refresher that will help you to better your balayage
and captivate with your color melts! We will
review several of the most important aspects of
these innovative hair color techniques to help
you achieve beautiful, seamlessly blended hair
color. Each attendee will receive a tool kit, manual,
and resources and infromation to use in the
classroom.

Makeup is ART. Beauty is Spirit. Create inspiration
with Face Charting
The face chart is a powerful ‘tool’ used by professional
makeup artists to train and gain techniques, plan
designed looks, and showcase skills using cosmetics
with face templates on paper. The benefits are
huge, and results are stunning.

continued





Consider these 3 points…

Are you ready to learn the underlining science and

Are you looking for the service that is going to leave your
client speechless after each treatment?
Are you interested in a non-invasive service that is easy to
comprehend and is easy to apply?

technology of microcurrent for the skin care professional?



AVLON: The Science of Hair Care
Dr Ali N Syed is a man who knows a thing or two about
science. Decades before the black hair narrative
began the shift from ‘afro’ to ‘textured’, Dr Syed had
been busy formulating products for – and developing
a research centre specialising in – textured hair. His
pioneering multinational haircare company, Avlon
Industries Inc, has one of the most enviable research
centres, equipped with all the latest technology. Hence
the company motto – ‘The Science of Haircare’. Learn
MORE about Avlon and the SCIENCE of Haircare at
this informative session.

Breakout Sessions
Sessions and workships after the opening
session and lunch. once to allow
you to build a custom schedule.

will begin as 12:30, immediately
Some sessions will be offered more than

- The ofMyoLift Spectacular Beauty
Micro-current Modality
Gain insight about the benefits of
microcurrent modality and learn
how you can leverage this powerful
tool to provide educational
opportunities for your students.

ShearFit & More from Shark Fin
Forged vs. Cast? True Ergonomics? What
IS the ShearFit System? We are breaking
it down and cutting it up in this interactive
and entertaining session!





Advanced
Lash Training



advanced techniques.

Advanced Lash Extension Styling
Workshop (Strip Lash Look & Wispy

Technique) - Beauty Kulture
The session will teach individuals

how to create textured eyelash
extension sets to keep them current
with trends! This session is for those
who are already familiar or trained

in Classic and Volume Sets. This
class will teach individual fan-making,

spike making, and mapping for

SessionsWorkshop
sessions

and
These are optional and require an additional ticket for supplies,
materials, tools.

Gua Sha Your Way to Gorgeous
It is time to liven up the classroom with a new
specialty anti-aging facial technique. This
session “Gua Sha Your Way to Gorgeous” will
take Cosmetology Educators through a step
by step process of how to successfully and
safely use these ancient stones in a modern
day facial. Join in the fun as we move through
the history of the treatment and discover just
how fantastic the results can be when the
movements are performed properly. Everyone
deserves glowing skin and this course will
teach the participants just how to accomplish
those desired results.





Collaboration Convenings
andOptional meetings that include a meal, beverages, and all supplies

materials. Take FULL Advantage of the CAMP experience!

Friday, November 11, 2022
6:30PM - 9 PM

We MAY also have a few surprises up our sleeve!

Join us to meet, greet, network, and participate in a round table
discussion of the upcoming legislative session. This next legislative

year is sure to be a HOT one for cosmetology. We are more
powerful when we are on the same page, sharing a vision, and

You MUST reserve a seat and add this ticket in order to attend this

Meet, Greet, Eat, & Strategize for the Upcoming Legislative Session!

working together to elevate our industry. Printed updates and tools
will be provided as well as dinner, and dessert.

event. Thank you for your understanding! We sincerely hope to see
you there! $75

Sunday, November 13, 2022
Cosmo Camp, Coffee, & Collaboration

Please, make sure you add this additional ticket with your
registration.

Cosmo Camps version of ONE MORE for the ROAD. Join us
for a wrap-up session inspired by the ORIGINAL COSMO
CAMP! Bring your laptop, and collaboration hat. Need
assistance with educational technology? Want to learn how
to navigate the Texas Cosmetology Educators Website and
access resources? Our entire team will be on hand to help.
This includes coffee, juice, a hot breakfast, AND each attendee
will receive a Texas Cosmetology Educators Thumb Drive
with a collection of curated tools, strategies, and goodies!
We will share the location as soon as we finalize the reservation.
The cost is $35 in addition to your regular camp registration.



www.texascosmetology.org


